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Manifestations of Electronic Correlations in the Diffraction of Electron Pairs from Crystals

J. Berakdar,* S. N. Samarin, R. Herrmann, and J. Kirschner
Max-Planck-Institut für Mikrostrukturphysik, Weinberg 2, 06120 Halle, Germany

(Received 23 March 1998)

The energy-sharing spectra of correlated electron pairs ejected from Cu(001) and Fe(110) surfaces
reveal characteristic structures associated with diffraction of the pair from the lattice. It is demonstrated
theoretically and experimentally that (1) the momentum-spacepositions of these new features are
determined by the change of the center-of-mass wave vector of the pairs as compared to the reciprocal
lattice vector, and (2) the relativeintensitiesof the peaks and theshapesof the individual peaks are
dependent on the internal correlation of the pairs. Possible pathways for the pair creation are envisaged
at various diffracted beams. [S0031-9007(98)07432-8]
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An electronic system distorted externally by a photo
or a charged particle impact can integrally respond by t
simultaneous emission of two electrons into the vacuu
The vacuum states of these two correlated electrons ca
then determined using an angular and energy-resolved
incidence technique. The spectra of low-energy electr
pairs, the subject of this study, carry the signature of th
mutual correlations and their coupling to other degre
of freedom of the environment while in the high energ
regime information on the initial-momentum componen
of the pair can be extracted from the recorded spectra
4]. These observations have been made in diverse area
physics, such as plasma, atomic, molecular, and conden
matter physics [3,5,6]. For pair emission from localize
electronic states, such as atomic and molecular orbitals
turns out that the spectra are dominated by the interel
tronic interaction of the pair, in particular at lower energie
(with respect to the initial orbital energies) [6]. Thus, a
adequate theoretical description of these phenomena m
go beyond an independent particle description. For d
localized electronic states, as present in metallic cryst
and surfaces, it is established that delocalization does
preclude correlations. E.g., in transition metals thed elec-
trons are delocalized, yet correlation between them is
from weak.

In this work it is shown theoretically and experimentall
that an electron pair can be regarded as a “two-elect
quasiparticle.” The scattering of this quasi-single-partic
from a crystal potential results in characteristic diffractio
pattern that is, for the first time, experimentally observe
The positions of the diffraction peaks are governed
a von Laue–like diffraction condition for the center-of
mass wave vector of the electron pair. The relati
intensities of the diffraction maxima are largely determine
by the internal degree of freedom of the pair, i.e., b
interelectronic correlations.

The experimental setup used for the angular a
energy-resolved detection of the pairs, i.e., for the proje
tion of the two-electron initial state onto the two-electro
vacuum state, is schematically depicted in Fig. 1. A mo
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detailed description can be found in Refs. [7–9]. Th
sample surface defines thex-y plane, while thez axis co-
incides with the surface normal. In thez-x plane two po-
sition sensitive microchannel plate electron detectors a
located at a distance of 160 mm to the sample surfa
such that the relative angle between the detector axes
the surface normal is given by6a. The angular accep-
tance of each electron detector within the scattering pla
is 613.2±. A parallel electron beam of about 1 mm di
ameter impinges onto the sample surface including t
angle g with the surface normal. For investigating th
Cu(001) sample, the anglesa and g are chosen to be
40± and 0±, respectively, while in the case of Fe(110
(BCC), a was set to be50± and g  5±. Correlated
electron pairs emitted from the sample upon excitatio
by a primary electron are detected in coincidence. Th
energies have been measured using a time-of-flight te
nique. In the range of electron energies detected here,
achieve an energy resolution ofDE  0.4 0.8 eV. Stan-
dard cleaning procedure of the surface is applied befo
each measurement under a base pressure in the rang
10211 mbar.

The probability for the two electrons to be detecte
with asymptotic momentak1 and k2 is derived from an
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FIG. 1. A schematic representation of the experimental set
as described in the text.
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excitation amplitude,T , that is, to leading order, a sum
of direct electron pair excitation amplitude,Tee, and an
amplitude, Tec, that involves the scattering of the pai
from the crystal potentialWec [10,11] (i.e., atomic units
[a.u.] are used throughout)

T  Tee 1 Tec . (1)

To emphasize the quasi-single-particle nature of t
correlated pair we canonically transform to a wave vect
representationK2 ≠ K1 where K1  k1 1 k2 is the
center-of-mass wave vector of the pair, andK2  sk1 2

k2dy2 characterizes the interelectronic wave vector, i.e
the internal degree of freedom of the pair. The direct pa
emission amplitude has the form

Tee  kK2, K1jWeejk0, xeskdl , (2)

wherejk0, xeskdl is the state vector describing the pair a
initially prepared by the experiment. In the present wo
jk0, xeskdl consists of an excited electronic vacuum sta
with wave vectork0 and a bound statejxeskdl with energy
e and wave vectork. These two states are then couple
via a screened (renormalized) Coulomb interactionWee.
The transition amplitudeTec that describes scattering from
the semi-infinite crystal can be deduced to

Tec 
ZZ

d3p d3qkK2, K1jWeeg2
eejp, ql

3 kpjWecjk0l kqjxeskdl . (3)

Hereg2
ee is the propagator in the interelectronic Coulom

interaction,Wec is the interaction potential between th
projectile and the lattice, andjql ≠ jpl is a complete set
of plane waves. For the numerical calculations presen
here we approximateWec by nonoverlapping muffin-tin
ionic potentialsV ion (Wec 

P
i V ion

i ). The quality of
this approximation is discussed in Ref. [12]. The form
factorW̃ec : kpjWecjk0l can then be reduced to

W̃ec 
N

p
2pf

Auc

X
,

e2iKzr',,

X
gk

ds2dsgk 2 KkdṼ ionsKd .

(4)

In Eq. (4) Ṽ ionsKd is the Fourier transform ofV ion, N
is the number of ionic cores illuminated by the electro
beam,Auc is the volume of the two-dimensional unit cell
gk is the surface reciprocal lattice vector,, enumerates
the atomic layers with shortest distancer',, with respect
to the origin,K  p 2 k0, andf  expsip ? r1d with r1
referring to the position of the bound electron.

The decisive point is that due to Bloch’s theorem
which relies only on the two-dimensional periodicity
of Wec, regardless of it’s actual functional form, the
transition amplitudesTec andTee can be expressed as

Tec  C
X
,,gk

ds2d fgk 2 sK1
k 2 K0,kdg

3 L sgk, ,, K1, K2, kd , (5)

whereasTee is given by
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Tee  ds2dsK0,k 2 K1
k d L 0. (6)

In Eq. (6)K0  k0 1 k is the initial wave vector of the
pair. The functionsC, L , L 0 depend on the description
of the momentum-space wave functionkqjxeskdl of the
bound electron. For a jellium-state momentum distrib
tion and free interelectronic propagation, Eqs. (5) and
can be evaluated in closed form [10].

Equation (5) has important implications:
(1) Only the pair center-of-mass wave vector enters

the von Laue-like diffraction condition, expressed by th
delta function. This is equivalent to a diffraction of
quasiparticle located at the pair’s center of mass when
parallel component of its wave vector is changed bygk

during the collision. We note that in LEED studies (Low
Energy Electron Diffraction) diffraction occurs when
the change in the wave vector of the incident electr
equalsgk [12,13]. The decisive difference to the pair’
diffraction is that a fixedK1 does not imply fixedk1, k2
since a momentum exchange of the two electrons (
internal coordinateK2 changes then) does not necessar
modify K1. Therefore, a definite change inK1 does
not fix the amount of change in the wave vector of th
incoming projectile.

(2) While K1 determines thepositionsof the diffrac-
tion peaks, the functional dependence ofL on K2, which
characterizes the strength of electronic correlations
momentum spaceWee depends only onjK2j), controls
the intensityof the individual diffraction peaks. Further-
more, theshapeof the individual peaks is influenced by
the interelectronic correlation.

(3) The distribution of the wave vectorkk of the
initially bound Bloch electron results in a smear-out effe
of the diffraction pattern even in the case whereK1 and
k0 are experimentally sharply resolved.

(4) Conversely, in caseK1
k , gk and k0,k are well

defined, the position and widths of the diffraction pea
reflects the character ofkk.

To substantiate the above statements we performed,
ing the setup depicted in Fig. 1, three sets of measu
ments where, for a fixed incidentEi and total excess
energiesEtot  sk2

1 1 k2
2dy2 of the pair, we scan the elec

trons’ energy sharing. As shown in Fig. 1,k0, k1, k2
lie in the x-z plane, i.e.,K1

k possesses only one nonva
nishing componentK1

x along thex axis. As indicated
above, it is this component that is relevant for the pa
diffraction, and hence we investigate the energy shar
as function ofK1

x . SinceEtot  K12 y2m 1 K22 y2mm,
wherem  2 is the total mass of the pair andmm  0.5 is
their reduced mass, the value ofK1

x is generally restricted
to 0 # K1

x #
p

4Etot. In the arrangement of Fig. 1 the
condition

2 sina
p

2Etot # K1
x # sina

p
2Etot (7)

has to be imposed. In Fig. 2 the results are presented
a Cu(001) monocrystal. The cross section is then prop
tional tojT j2 [Eq. (1)]. An integration overkk (weighted
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with the density of states) is, however, necessary as it
not experimentally resolved [10]. Furthermore, an ave
age of the spin degrees of freedom has been performed

Sinceg  0 in Fig. 2, the whole experimental arrange
ment, i.e., the scattering plane, spanned byk1 and k2,
and the crystal is invariant under180± rotation around̂z
(note thatk0 k ẑ lies in the scattering plane and is the
bisector of the relative angle cos21 k̂1 ? k̂2). Thus, the
spectrum depicted in Fig. 2 is symmetric with respect
K1

x  0. FurthermoreL , L 0 are symmetric with respect
to K1

x  0; hence structures left and right toK1
x  0 are

modified in the same way byL , L 0.
For illustration, assumingkk  0, the positions of

the first diffraction maxima [hereafter referred to as th
s21, 0d s1, 0d maxima] are indicated by arrows. The theo
retical and experimental data (Fig. 2) clearly show the o
set of thes1, 0d, ands21, 0d diffraction peaks. The abrupt
decrease of these peaks at the wings is due to the c
off condition (7). The structure in the middle is due to
the specular beams0, 0d. This is clearly demonstrated by
analyzing separately the contributionsjTeej and jTecj to
the total transition amplitude (1). By far the major con
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FIG. 2. For a fixed incident energyEi  85 eV and fixed
excess energyEtot  79 eV, the excess energy-sharing of the
escaping electrons is depicted as function ofK1

x  k1,x 1
k2,x . The experiment has been performed on a Cu(00
crystal in normal incidence, corresponding tog  0 in Fig. 1,
Furthermore, we choosea  40± (cf. Fig. 1). Depicted are
the separate contributions of amplitudes for direct pair emissi
[jTeej as given by Eq. (6)] (dotted curve) and the amplitud
for the pair’s scattering from the lattice potential [jTecj as
defined by Eq. (5)] (dashed curve). Calculations using th
coherent sumjT j  jTee 1 Tecj (solid curve) are also shown.
The calculations are performed for infinite energy and angu
resolution of the detectors; for clarity the theoreticals21, 0d and
s1, 0d diffracted peaks are scaled down by 2. The positions
the s1, 0d and s21, 0d diffracted beams are indicated (see text
The experimental data (full dots) are on relative scale.
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tribution originates fromTec [Eq. (5)], i.e., from events
where the pair is back-reflected from the crystal pote
tial. Nonetheless, at the specular beam the amplitudeTee

[Eq. (6)] provides an observable contribution to the tot
transition amplitudejT j  jTec 1 Teej (cf. Fig. 2). The
contribution of jTeej [Eq. (6)] to the s21, 0d and s1, 0d
peaks vanishes identically. This is in line with Eq. (6
and supports the identification of these peaks ass21, 0d
and s1, 0d diffraction maxima of the pair. As suggeste
above, the width of the structure corresponding to t
s0, 0d diffraction is determined by the initial momentum
components of the pair. Sincek0 is fixed by the experi-
ment, the initial momentum distribution of the pair is
given by that of the bound electron with its maximum
value being the Fermi wave vectorkF . I.e., each of the
diffraction peaks has an extension ofK1

x  6kF . This
is consistent with the experimental findings of Figs. 2–
We note however, that the cutoff condition (7) has to b
superimposed on the widths of the diffraction peaks,
particular on those at the wings of the spectra.

Going down withEtot (andEi) the variation interval of
K1

x shrinks according to Eq. (7). In fact, atEi  34 eV
and Etot  27 eV (see Fig. 3) only the structure in the
middle of Fig. 2 is captured by the region in whichK1

x
is allowed. To demonstrate the sensitivity of the spec
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FIG. 3. The same as in Fig. 2, however, the incident energy
lowered toEi  34 eV andEtot  27 eV. For the calculations
we employ the coherent sum,T , of the amplitudes for the di-
rect pair emission and the pair’s scattering from the crystal p
tential, i.e.,T  Tee 1 Tec [Eq. (1)]. The singletss (dotted
curve) and the tripletst (dashed curve) scattering cross section
are shown along with their statistical average,0.25ss 1 0.75st

(solid curve). The finite experimental resolution has not be
taken into account. The spin nonresolved experimental d
(full dots) are relative and have been normalized to theory
one point.
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Fig. 4. The experimental results (full dots) for a Fe(110
(BCC) sample at an incident energy of50 eV and Etot 
44 eV. The incident beam is tilted with respect to the norm
by an angle ofg  5± and a  50± (cf. Fig. 1). Theoretical
results (solid curve) are obtained by evaluatingjT j  jTee 1
Tecj [Eq. (1)].

to the interelectronic coupling we investigate the singl
(dotted curve in Fig. 3) and the triplet (dashed curve
Fig. 3) scattering contribution to the spin nonresolve
spectrum (solid curve in Fig. 3). Because of symmet
requirement the triplet scattering must vanish when t
two electron emerge with the same energies, i.e.,
K1

x  0. In fact, inspecting Fig. 3 we can deduce that th
minimum in the spin-averaged spectrum aroundK1

x  0
is primarily due to the diminishing triplet contribution a
K1

x  0. The same has been observed for the cases
Figs. 2 and 4. Further investigations (not shown here f
space limitations) have shown that the absolute magnitu
of the spectra is strongly dependent on the amount
screening of the interelectronic Coulomb interaction.

In the last example (Fig. 4) performed for Fe(110) th
crystal and the scattering plane do not have a comm
symmetry axis. This is reflected in a break of symm
try of the spectra. The initial wave-vector distribution o
the pairK0,x is then modified in a preferential direction
determined byk0,x  0.17 a.u. This is of prime impor-
tance when determining the change of the wave vec
of the pair during the collision that in turn decides th
3538
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diffraction pattern. E.g., the positions of thes21, 0d and
s1, 0d diffraction peaks in Fig. 4 are not symmetric with
respect toK1

x  0, in contrast to Figs. 2 and 3. Hence,
only a reminiscence ofs21, 0d diffraction is seen in the
spectra shown in Fig. 4. An interplay of this effect with
the scattering dynamics, described by the now asymmet
functionsL , L 0 in Eqs. (5) and (6), leads to the relative
heights of the peaks as observed in Fig. 4.

From an analysis, analogous to that done in Fig. 2, w
conclude in cases of Figs. 3 and 4 that pair emission at t
s21, 0d ands1, 0d beams is solely due to the amplitudeTec

Eq. (5). The pair generation around the specular bea
s0, 0d is dominated by (5) as well, however, interference
with the amplitudeTee [Eq. (6)] is evident. Investigating
the sum over, in Eq. (5) we deduce that in this present
case of Figs. 2–4 correlated pairs are predominant
generated in the two topmost atomic layers.
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